
What a Busy City!

Blue Class 
Insider

Through the topic of "What A Busy City!" (忙碌的城市), children in the Blue Class (藍班）
learned about the things we see in the city they live in everyday such as buildings (⼤樓),
stores (商店), sidewalks (⾺路), traffic lights (紅綠燈), transportations (交通⼯具), and
animals such as dogs (狗) and pigeons (鴿⼦). Some of our favorite activities are learning
about the mechanism of an elevator, driving our police car in the experience room, working
in our sand sensory bin, making a taxi with rectangles and circles, and more. In December,
we had our winter assembly with our friends from the Green and Yellow classes. We
shoveled snow, dressed up the snowmen, and observed how ice melts. One of the biggest
highlights was to welcome our family members on Family Day. Together, we enjoyed a
slideshow that tells a compelling story of how much we've learned during the past few
months. And we were so excited to show our guests around our classroom!

CLICK here for
topic resources!

https://www.yayapreschool.org/support-2022


Classroom Happenings

Making the box go up just like in an elevator. I am a little police officer.

Riding in our police car.
Remember, we need to

stop at the red light!



Making our own yellow cab
with circles and rectangles.

Experiencing sand in our sensory bin
and learning about shapes and friction

by moving toy subway around.

Learning how the mechanism of
an elevator works.

We love singing our topic theme
song and practicing the key

vocabulary words we learned. 



Special Events

Putting on clothes for our snowmen. Shoveling snow is so much fun!

Making ice melt with our fingers.

We sang the five fingers song (五根⼿指頭)
for our family members during Family Day.

And we were so excited to watch our
slideshow together.



Extra Sweet Moments

Holding hands with our
friend during circle time.

Heling our friend put on
his police hat.


